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LOW CHO-AVAILABILITY TRAINING
(INTERMITTENT FASTING FOR PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT)

Disclaimer – I am in no way associated with Trent Stellingwerf or the study mentioned in this 
article. For further info regarding the study please look to the reference located at the bottom 
of the article. 


Traditionally, elite-level training methodology is held as sacred & rarely shared. Athletes like 
to keep their methods out of the public eye, away from their competitors & it's generally only 
expressed through word of mouth. Trouble is, what happens then, is a form of Chinese 
whispers. Information takes on different shapes as it transcends from the simple facts and 
methods into the marketable crap the mass market loves to consume in the form of glossy 
magazines, supplement advertisements (which generally tend to be the same thing anyway) 
& Tell-Sell adverts. This mutation of fact into fiction is termed Bro-Science (BS) & your 
average trainer, local family doctor and your fitness fanatic neighbour all love to spout out   
BS unwittingly at your local Globo-Gym faster than last weeks 'functional', will BOSU curls 
fall out of fashion. The problem though isn't that they spout BS, the problem lies in the source 
of their information. Large companies all have something to gain. I was therefore excited to 
come across a tweet pointing my direction towards a scientific case-study compiled from logs 
on training volume, pace & ratings of perceived exerting (RPE). I was even more excited to 
see that these athletes used a form of fasting for performance reasons. These methods and 
results were recently published in the International Journal of Sports Nutrition and Exercise 
Metabolism. Compiled by Trent Stellingwerf

 

, he coached 3 elite marathon runners. Two of 1

which ran personal bests of 2:11:23 & 2:12:39. The case-study analyses the last 16 weeks of 
their training.

It must be remembered though that these athletes were not practicing Intermittent Fasting 
(IF) they merely use a form of it to achieve a certain result. What they practiced is termed 
Low Carbohydrate (CHO) Availability Training, it isn't used year round & is advised only for 
those who are approaching their 'genetic ceiling' where an even higher training load will only 
expose the athlete to a higher risk of injury. However, since some of us already practice IF & 
already undertake strength sessions & aerobic workouts fasted, this is quite interesting. 
Therefore I intend to give you a brief overview of the method, as described in the case study 
& further interviews with Mr Stellingwerf, explain how it may be useful and how it might not, 
whilst giving some insight into my own self experiments.


Stellingwerf's Method 1 – Limited Exogenous Skeletal-Muscle CHO Availability                                                                        
(Morning-Fasted Training)

How: Fasted run in the morning after >8 hours of not eating. Consume only some water & a 
bit of coffee & head straight for a run and/or workout. The body will start with high levels of 
muscle glycogen (High availability inside the muscle) however as the session extends 
beyond one hour there will be limited CHO availability from outside the muscle due to zero 
consumption of CHO from sports drinks and low liver glycogen (CHO) due to fasting >8 
hours. This was applied to the runners 2 – 3 times per week (15-20% of total weekly 
volume). Pace & quality of their runs increased as they adapted over the weeks. As they 
approached race-day this method was eliminated. 
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Stellingwerf's Method 2 – limited endogenous skeletal-muscle CHO availability                                                                     
(Reduced-Muscle-Glycogen Training)

 How: Wake up, have breakfast and do a hard, high quality mid-morning workout. This high 
quality workout will drastically decrease available muscle glycogen. Post-workout feeding 
(3-6 hours later) is limited to protein & healthy fats (Low CHO). 4 to 6 hours later a low-grade 
tempo run is undertaken in this glycogen depleted state. This is significantly more stressful 
and is deemed as low muscle glycogen training due to low CHO-Availability from inside 
muscle.                                                                                                                                          
It only made up 10-15% of all low-CHO availability training for the runners.


Limitations
It is important to note that the degree of transferability of these methods from the elite level 
training population to the recreational athlete is likely not very high, especially if the athlete 
would benefit from significantly more from an increase in relevant training or decrease in 
other non-training related stresses. Therefore, if the average athlete is looking for a quick fix 
or magic bullet, this isn't it. Working smarter & working harder is the answer.  Elite athletes 
race above 75% VO2 max for >90 mins & therefore are a lot more CHO reliant on race-day. 
Since a recreational athlete may rely more heavily on fats, the use of these methods are far 
less profound on this population, but until the above methods more widely known & used we 
will not know the degree of transferability on a broader scale. 


My Own Experiences
My own experiences however have been largely positive, spurring me on to write this article. 
Increased pace & quality during 8-16 hour fasted workouts ranging on the scale of intensity 
from Zone 1 (Aerobic) – Zone 3 – (VO2 Max) followed after a period of adaptation. 
Performance though, has always been capped in the higher intensities after a period of time 
and this I suspect this is due to a greater demand of carbohydrates which cannot be 
supplied. One surprising finding however was the effect of a moderate serving of sugar 
(25-50g) pre & intra workout after adaptation to fasted trainings. The 'energy boost' effect 
experienced is so profound that I use it periodically to obtain a higher power output during 
certain physical challenges, the last being a monstrous effort of 10,000 Kettlebell swings in 5 
days.During this effort, I performed the first 2 days completely fasted, totalling 1-1,500 
swings in one session, on the third day despite increasing levels of fatigue and soreness the 
sugar provided such a boost that I was able to increase my output to achieve over 2,000 
swings. Whether or not my ‘normal output’ is capped due to the fasted state (which I believe 
at that point it wasn't) I am curious as to whether the athletes experienced a similar boost in 
energies on race day or whether anyone else has had similar experiences with this. 
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Considerations
Firstly, if you are looking to experiment with these methods, I strongly suggest only trying 
Method 1. Also, based on the experiences of myself & my clients, it will feel that performance 
is capped during an adaptation phase of roughly 3-6 weeks of 100% fasted sessions (Longer 
if less than 100%). As I mentioned, I am basing my advise on the experiences of myself & my 
clients not on scientific fact. Lastly, as described by T.Stellingwerf, your goal should be to 
increase pace & quality of workouts during the fasted sessions.


Final Note
The take home message from this study is that the body is more than capable of performing 
well in less that ideal circumstances & since most people overestimate their caloric output & 
underestimate their nutritional intake, if your weekly training volume is limited to only a few 
hours training per week, you can put that sports drink down after training because consuming 
'recovery drinks' & shakes after every session is not doing anything beneficial to your body 
composition. 


This quote sums up my thoughts exactly;

'For most of the masses who just do 30min runs, an aggressive post-exercise nutritional recovery 
protocol is probably not needed (they would just needed re-hydrate and ingest a much lower level of 
protein and carbs, and thus much lower calories). They might be the most “recovered” athlete in the 
world, but they also will probably end up with more non-functional body mass than they desire.'

T.Stellingwerf, (2012) 


BCAA - Branch Chain Amino Acids on the other hand, tend to come with almost zero calories 
whilst sparing muscle catabolism (breakdown) during training. If your looking for something 
beneficial to consume during strength training or >90 minute conditioning sessions, I would 
recommend using it. In another article at another time, I'll go over different brands I have 
experimented with & give my unbiased view on product quality. Look out for that.               
Also, don't confuse 'availability' with 'intake' the athletes were at no point in time consuming 
low carb diets but instead altered the timing and availability of carbohydrates in their diet 
around specific training situations.
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Additional Info from Case-Study
Athlete training load;

13 training sessions per week average,

Average training volume 182 km/wk

Peak training volume 231 km/wk

74% of training volume was aerobic

11% of training volume was Lactate threshold

15% of training volume was VO2 Max High intensity training

On race day 60gCHO/600ml consumed per hour



I am extremely interested in anyone's experiences with fasting during workouts or 
experimenting with these methods & would to hear from you either through email at 
Ash.Allen@me.com or through commenting below on this post. Alternatively, hit me up on 
twitter - @AshAllen11
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�  T.Stellingwerf (2012) Case study: nutrition and training periodization in three elite marathon 1

runners.


